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Visible dark photon decays
BABAR search for e+e-→ γA' with A' → l+

l
-
      

(l = e, μ)  using 516 fb-1 of data

● “Continuum” production, hence can use all
available CM energy data

● Dark photon width well below detector resolution
hence use simulation templates to model signal

Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 201801 (2014)  
  arXiv:1406.2980 [hep-ex]

l
+

l
-

● Require photon energy >200 MeV

● Resonant backgrounds from J/ψ, ψ(2S) etc but otherwise smoothly varying
background, i.e. low reliance on simulation
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  Invisible dark photon decays    
Phys.Rev.Lett. 119, 131804 (2017)
arXiv:1702.03327 [hep-ex] B Factories provide an excellent

environment for missing energy searches

● Precisely known e+e- initial state

● Hermetic detector and good missing energy
reconstruction

χ

χ

Search for invisible decay of
A' → χχ  via e+e-→ γA' 

● Final state contains only a single
isolated photon in the detector

● A' mass determined from photon
energy and CM energy:
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Muonic dark force

Non-minimal dark sector models can permit additional interactions
between dark boson and SM particles

● Dark boson Z' which couples only to second and third generation leptons
(SM fields are directly charged under dark force)

Motivated by various anomalies observed in the muon sector

●  g-2 discrepancy 

● could also account for dark matter as sterile neutrinos by increasing their

cosmological abundance via new interactions with SM neutrinos.    

 “Z'-strahlung” production of a dark sector Z' in e+e- →   μ+μ-      

e+e-  →   μ+μ- Z' ,  Z' → μ+μ-   

Phys. Rev. D94  011102 (2016)
 arXiv:1606.03501 [hep-ex]

However, no model assumptions in analysis; 
results are more generally applicable
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Dark Sector

Search 
methods
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• Dark Matter exists, awaiting for discovery

• In general, Dark Sectors may exist, too
• Very little clue on mass scales now
• WIMP still main paradigm, but we are marching to the neutrino floor
• Many new ideas on lighter dark matter and how to test them
• Vibrant area and need more data!

Dark Matter/Dark Sector Introductory talk [H. Murayama]

Evidence for Dark Matter

Gravitational Lensing 

“Weighs” total matter: requires ~85% of  matter to be “dark”

Images NASA/ESA

get bent”
-Bart

Simpson
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Evidence for Dark Matter

Hot plasma of hydrogen atoms and photons, 
and DM and cc

Evidence for Dark Matter

The Bullet Cluster

X-rays (hot gas)

Mass distribution 
(gravitational lensing)
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Gravitational Interactions

DM
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Over next few decades, important advancements in both astrophysical and 
terrestrial probes will test WIMPs and Hidden Dark Sectors

Over next few decades, important advancements in both astrophysical 
and terrestrial probes will test WIMPs and Dark Sectors 

M. Lisanti’s Talk

(Indirect Detection) (Direct Detection) (Accelerators)

H.Murayama, Granada European Strategy Meeting
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Portals
• Access to dark sector through “portals” 
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L.Zani, Dark Sector at Belle II – XIII Meeting on B Physics, Marseille 2018 12

Dark Sector: IntroductionDark Sector: Introduction

● Possible sub-GeV scale scenario: light dark sector 
weakly coupled to SM through a light mediator X
– Vector portal  9 Dark Photon A’   
– Scalar portal 9 Dark Higgs/Scalars
– Pseudo-scalar portal 9 Axion Like Particles (ALPs)
– Neutrino portal 9 Sterile Neutrinos

● Many astrophysical observations provide evidence for the existence of a kind of matter 
that does not interact with the SM (mostly gravitational interaction) 9 dark matterdark matter

Flat rotational curves 

X

Standard Model

A Milky-Way-size dark-matter halo 
and its subhalos (circled), produced 
in simulations  [Caterpillar Project, 
GriBen et al. 2016], AAS.

Anywhere door
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Dark Sector: IntroductionDark Sector: Introduction

● Possible sub-GeV scale scenario: light dark sector weakly 
coupled to SM through a light mediator X
– Vector portal  ⇧ Dark Photon A’   Vector portal  ⇧ Dark Photon A’   
– Scalar portal 9 Dark Higgs/Scalars
– Pseudo-scalar portal ⇧ Axion Like Particles Pseudo-scalar portal ⇧ Axion Like Particles 
(ALPs)(ALPs)

– Neutrino portal 9 Sterile Neutrinos

● Many astrophysical observations provide evidence for the existence of a kind of matter 
that does not interact with the SM (mostly gravitational interaction) 9 dark matterdark matter

Flat rotational curves 

X

Phase 2 

benchmark

A Milky-Way-size dark-matter halo 
and its subhalos (circled), produced 
in simulations  [Caterpillar Project, 
GriBen et al. 2016], AAS.

Standard Model
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Dark photon
• Minimal dark sector: add a new U(1) gauge 

symmetry à spin-1 “dark photon” A’
• Can mix with SM photon providing a “portal” to 

the dark sector. 
• Kinetic mixing of strength ự

• Could be as large as 10-2 with mA’ in GeV range
• Lifetime ∼ 1/(ự2 mA’): prompt or displaced
• Also possible more complex scenarios, with 

richer phenomenology
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Dark photon

Simplest dark sector scenario:  add a new U(1) gauge symmetry, with

associated charge carried by dark-sector fermions     

– Spin-1 gauge boson “dark photon” A'  (or γd, or Zd in non-minimal models)

can mix with SM photon, providing a “portal” to the dark sector.   

P. Fayet, Phys. Lett. B 95, 285 (1980)

P. Fayet Nucl. Phys. B 187, 184 (1981)

B. Holdom, Phys. Lett. B 166, 196 (1986)

Є  is the strength of the kinetic mixing 

● could be as large as 10
-2
 for mA’ in the GeV range, 

Lifetime τA’ ~ 1/(Є
2 
mA’) 

● visible decays can either be “prompt” (relative to experimental resolution) or

“displaced” (relative to production vertex)

Kinetic mixing:

... however, dark sector could be much more extensive, with one or more 

Abelian or non-Abelian interactions, fermions and Higgs bosons  
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Dark photon

Permitted decays depend
on the relative masses of
dark fermions and
mediator, and of SM
fermions

● Models are highly
predictive:

Experimentally, the important feature is a reconstructable narrow A'   
resonance in a clearly defined topology, i.e a “bump hunt”

● E.g. search for decay of  e+e-→ γA'  via  A' → χχ  or into SM particles

– “visible” A' →  l+
l
-
   ,  decaying promptly or with a displaced vertex 

– “Invisible” A' decays, with A' mass determined from missing energy constraints

P. Fayet, Phys. Lett. B 95, 285 (1980)
P. Fayet, Nucl. Phys. B 187, 184 (1981) 
B. Holdom, Phys. Lett. B 166, 196 (1986) 
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Visible dark photon decays
• Use 514fb-1 of data
• All available CM energies

• Use simulation templates to 
model signal (small width)
• Scan di-lepton invariant mass 

in the range 
0.02 GeV < mA' < 10.2 GeV
• Remove resonant background
• Obtain 90% C.L. upper limit on 

mixing strength ự as a function 
of mA'
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Visible dark photon decays

● Scan di-lepton invariant mass in the range
0.02 GeV < mA' < 10.2 GeV

● Obtain 90% C.L. upper limit on mixing

strength ε as a function of A' mass at level

of O(10-3) 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 201801 (2014)  
  arXiv:1406.2980 [hep-ex]

A' → e+e-  

A' → μ+μ-  
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Invisible dark photon decays

• B Factories provide an excellent environment for missing 
energy searches
• Precisely known initial state
• Hermetic detector

• Use 53fb-1 recorded with single ữ trigger
• Only in final running period

• Single isolated photon in the detector
• Monochromatic for on-shell A’

• Optimize analysis and interpret as dark photon decaying 
invisibly
• But no model dependence in analysis

July 12, 2019 F.Forti, Babar Low mass states 7
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  Invisible dark photon decays    
Phys.Rev.Lett. 119, 131804 (2017)
arXiv:1702.03327 [hep-ex] B Factories provide an excellent

environment for missing energy searches

● Precisely known e+e- initial state

● Hermetic detector and good missing energy
reconstruction

χ

χ

Search for invisible decay of
A' → χχ  via e+e-→ γA' 

● Final state contains only a single
isolated photon in the detector

● A' mass determined from photon
energy and CM energy:
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Main backgrounds

• Additional ISR down the pipe
• e+e-àe+e-ữ where both electron and positron are lost
July 12, 2019 F.Forti, Babar Low mass states 8

Backgrounds

• e+e- → γ γ event 

• Could include additional ISR γ down beam pipe. 

• Also  e+e- → e+e- γ, neither e± in detector. 
�12

Figure 5: Event display for a typical e+e� ! �� event where a photon has slipped through a crack
in the EMC and only one photon is detected. Note the deposit in the IFR anti-aligned with the
detected photon.

In the low mass regime, the dominant background contribution is from e

+

e

� ! ��. One
of the photons may miss the crystals in the EMC, and leave what appears to be a single pho-
ton event. However, most photons that manage to evade the EMC undetected still typically
leave some deposit in the IFR anti-aligned to the primary photon, and our IFR variables are
powerful discriminants in weeding out such events (Figure 5).165

In the high mass regime, the background is dominated by low-angle radiative Bhabha events,
e

+

e

� ! �e

+

e

�, where the electrons have escaped down the beampipe or otherwise. The tail
of the �� background is still significant in this region and also contributes to the background
continuum.170

Our analysis improves upon the work in BAD2008 [9] by performing a loose set of cuts,
and then utilizing a multivariate discriminator to enhance our signal e�ciency.

11

photon shower 
detected in muon 
system. Inefficiency 
produces single photon 
events. 

azimuthal gaps 
between crystals 
align with collision 
point

no efficiency in 
muon system near 
sector boundaries

beam-energy 
photon shower

C. Hearty | Dark sector/dark matter searches at BaBar and outlook for Belle II | Dark Interactions BNL
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Invisible dark photon analysis
• Offline selection with Boosted Decision 

Tree
• Fit  distribution: extract 

signal, peaking background, smooth 
background yields

July 12, 2019 F.Forti, Babar Low mass states 9
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  Invisible dark photon decays    
NOT what B factories were designed to do... 

● “Open trigger” intended to target higher-multiplicity BB hadronic decay events 

● Single photon trigger only implemented during final running period (53 fb-1)

– L1 (hardware) :    1 or more clusters with Elab > 0.8 GeV

– L3 (software):       Two trigger lines:    Eγ* > 2 GeV  or

                                                        Eγ* > 1 GeV  and track veto

Backgrounds from e+e-  → γγ  and e+e-  → e+e- γ  events with undetected particles 

● Offline selection aims to suppress events
containing additional detector activity  

– Signal cluster shape parameters

– Additional calorimeter energy

– Properties of the second most energetic

cluster: E*, θ*, ΔΦ*

– Properties of muon system cluster

(E*, θ*, ΔΦ*) closest to the missing
momentum direction

BDT:

Phys.Rev.Lett. 119, 131804 (2017)
arXiv:1702.03327 [hep-ex] 
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• Select events with a boosted decision tree. Exploits 
correlation in direction of observed and missed 
photons in γγ(γ) final state.   

• Fit                              distribution; float signal, peaking 
background, and smooth background yields. 
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Low-mass, Υ(3S) data, loose selection  
  - separate tight selection not shown

peaking background 
from e+e- → γ γ

background-only fit

BaBar

High-mass region, Υ(2S)+Υ(3S)

background + signal fit; 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smooth background 
from e+e- → e+e- γ

signal component
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Invisible dark photon results
• No evidence of signal 

(in 116 mass 
hypothesis)
• Set limits in ự, A’ 

plane
• Exclude region 

favored by g-2 
measurement
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BaBar exclusion region for invisible decays of a 
dark photon

• Excludes region that explains (g-2)μ. 
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BaBar collab., “Search for invisible decays of a 
dark photon produced in e+e− collisions at 
BABAR”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 131804 (2017)

C. Hearty | Dark sector/dark matter searches at BaBar and outlook for Belle II | Dark Interactions BNL
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Muonic dark force
• Non-minimal dark sector models can permit additional 

interactions between dark boson and SM particles
• e.g. Dark boson Z' which couples only to second and third generation 

leptons (Lμ-Lτ model)

• Motivated by various anomalies observed in the muon sector
• g-2 discrepancy
• could also account for dark matter as sterile neutrinos by increasing 

their cosmological abundance via new interactions with SM neutrinos.
• “Z'-strahlung” production

• Dark sector Z' in e+e- → μ+μ-

• No specific model assumed in the 
analysis

July 12, 2019 F.Forti, Babar Low mass states 11
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Muonic dark force

Limits (90% C.L.) 
on Z’ coupling

Search for a di-muon mass peak in
e+e-  → μ+μ-μ+μ- 

● QED combinatorial backgrounds, as well as
peaking backgrounds from e+e-  → π+π- J/ψ  and ρ,
but very little reliance on MC

● No signal observed;  cross section limits obtained at
90% C.L. at level of ~0.2 fb below mZ' of 10 GeV

First direct experimental limits on Z' coupling; excludes most of region favoured by g-2 results

Di-muon reduced mass:   mR = (mμμ
2 – 4mμ

2)1/2

Phys. Rev. D94  011102 (2016)
 arXiv:1606.03501 [hep-ex]

May 7, 2019    Dark Forces at Accelerators              Steven Robertson 12

Muonic dark force

Non-minimal dark sector models can permit additional interactions
between dark boson and SM particles

● Dark boson Z' which couples only to second and third generation leptons
(SM fields are directly charged under dark force)

Motivated by various anomalies observed in the muon sector

●  g-2 discrepancy 

● could also account for dark matter as sterile neutrinos by increasing their

cosmological abundance via new interactions with SM neutrinos.    

 “Z'-strahlung” production of a dark sector Z' in e+e- →   μ+μ-      

e+e-  →   μ+μ- Z' ,  Z' → μ+μ-   

Phys. Rev. D94  011102 (2016)
 arXiv:1606.03501 [hep-ex]

However, no model assumptions in analysis; 
results are more generally applicable

Shuve et al., arXiv:1403.2727

Search for muonic dark forces at BaBar 

�15

• Dark gauge boson Z′ couples only to 2nd and 3rd 
generations. Few experimental constraints.  
 
 

• No evidence for a signal (narrow peak in μ+μ- spectrum).  

final state = 4 muons

He, Joshi, Lew, Volkas, Phys. Rev. D 43, R22 (1991)

BABAR collab., “Search for a muonic dark force at 
BABAR”,  Phys. Rev. D94, 011102(R) (2016)

C. Hearty | Dark sector/dark matter searches at BaBar and outlook for Belle II | Dark Interactions BNL
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Muonic dark force search
• Search for a di-muon mass peak in e+e- → μ+μ-μ+μ-

• QED combinatorial backgrounds, 
• peaking backgrounds from e+e- → π+π- J/ψ and ρ

• First direct experimental limits on Z' coupling
• Excludes most of region favoured by g-2 results
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Muonic dark force

Limits (90% C.L.) 
on Z’ coupling

Search for a di-muon mass peak in
e+e-  → μ+μ-μ+μ- 

● QED combinatorial backgrounds, as well as
peaking backgrounds from e+e-  → π+π- J/ψ  and ρ,
but very little reliance on MC

● No signal observed;  cross section limits obtained at
90% C.L. at level of ~0.2 fb below mZ' of 10 GeV

First direct experimental limits on Z' coupling; excludes most of region favoured by g-2 results

Di-muon reduced mass:   mR = (mμμ
2 – 4mμ

2)1/2

Phys. Rev. D94  011102 (2016)
 arXiv:1606.03501 [hep-ex]
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Muonic dark force

Limits (90% C.L.) 
on Z’ coupling

Search for a di-muon mass peak in
e+e-  → μ+μ-μ+μ- 

● QED combinatorial backgrounds, as well as
peaking backgrounds from e+e-  → π+π- J/ψ  and ρ,
but very little reliance on MC

● No signal observed;  cross section limits obtained at
90% C.L. at level of ~0.2 fb below mZ' of 10 GeV

First direct experimental limits on Z' coupling; excludes most of region favoured by g-2 results

Di-muon reduced mass:   mR = (mμμ
2 – 4mμ

2)1/2

Phys. Rev. D94  011102 (2016)
 arXiv:1606.03501 [hep-ex]

Correction 
factor (ISR): 
0.82

Cross section
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The future
• Searches will continue at Belle II and LHCb in the coming 

years. For example, dark photon perspectives:

July 12, 2019 F.Forti, Babar Low mass states 13
May 7, 2019    Dark Forces at Accelerators              Steven Robertson 19

Belle II

Belle II will operate in a similar experimental environment to previous
generation of B factories, but at considerably higher luminosity

● Active experimental effort to study dark sector (see talk by C. Hearty)

– Development of hardware and software triggers for low multiplicity
channels (e.g. single photon)

– Detector performance studies (e.g. Calorimeter hermeticity)

Invisible dark photon anticipated
to be competitive with relatively
little data

● BABAR result based on ~50 fb-1

● Improved calorimeter hermeticity

 

arXiv: 1808.10567 [hep-ex]
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arXiv:1603.08926 
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FIG. 1. Previous and planned experimental bounds on dark photons (adapted from [1]) compared to the anticipated LHCb
reach for inclusive A0 production in the di-muon channel (see the text for definitions of prompt, pre-module, and post-module).
The red vertical bands indicate QCD resonances which would have to be masked in a complete analysis. The LHCb D⇤

anticipated limit comes from [48], and Belle-II comes from [49].

where X is any (multiparticle) final state. Ignoring
O(m2

A

0/m2
Z

) and O(↵EM) corrections, this process has
the identical cross section to the prompt SM process
which originates from the EM current

BEM : pp ! X�⇤ ! Xµ+µ�, (7)

up to di↵erences between the A0 and �⇤ propagators and
the kinetic-mixing suppression. Interference between S
and BEM is negligible for a narrow A0 resonance. There-
fore, for any selection criteria on X, µ+, and µ�, the
ratio between the di↵erential cross sections is

d�
pp!XA

0
!Xµ

+
µ

�

d�
pp!X�

⇤
!Xµ

+
µ

�
= ✏4

m4
µµ

(m2
µµ

�m2
A

0)2 + �2
A

0m2
A

0
, (8)

where m
µµ

is the di-muon invariant mass, for the case
�
A

0 ⌧ |m
µµ

�m
A

0 | ⌧ m
A

0 . The ✏4 factor arises because
both the A0 production and decay rates scale like ✏2.

To obtain a signal event count, we integrate over an
invariant-mass range of |m

µµ

� m
A

0 | < 2�
mµµ , where

�
mµµ is the detector resolution on m

µµ

. The ratio of
signal events to prompt EM background events is

S

BEM
⇡ ✏4

⇡

8

m2
A

0

�
A

0�
mµµ

⇡ 3⇡

8

m
A

0

�
mµµ

✏2

↵EM(N
`

+R
µ

)
, (9)

neglecting phase space factors for N
`

leptons lighter
than m

A

0/2. This expression already accounts for the

A0 ! µ+µ� branching-fraction suppression when R
µ

is
large. Despite the factor of ✏4 in (8), the ratio in (9) is
proportional to ✏2 because of the ✏2 scaling of �

A

0 .
We emphasize that (9) holds for any final state X (and

any kinematic selection) in the m
A

0 ⌧ m
Z

limit for tree-
level single-photon processes. In particular, it already in-
cludes µ+µ� production from QCD vector mesons that
mix with the photon. This allows us to perform a fully
data-driven analysis, since the e�ciency and acceptance
for the (measured) prompt SM process is the same as
for the (inferred) signal process, excluding A0 lifetime-
based e↵ects. The dominant component of BEM at small
m

A

0 comes from meson decays M ! µ+µ�Y , especially
⌘ ! µ+µ��, and is denoted as B

M

(which includes feed-
down contributions from heavier meson decays). There
are also two other important components: final state
radiation (FSR) and Drell-Yan (DY) production. Non-
prompt �⇤ production is small and only considered as a
background.
Beyond BEM, there are other important sources of

backgrounds that contribute to the reconstructed prompt
di-muon sample, ordered by their relative size:

• B⇡⇡

misID: Two pions (and more rarely a kaon and
pion) can be misidentified (misID) as a fake di-
muon pair, including the contribution from in-flight
decays. This background can be deduced and sub-
tracted in a data-driven way using prompt same-

A’ à μ+μ- A’à invisible

arXiv: 1808.10567 
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Conclusion and perspectives
• The ”dark sector” provides a still unexplored window on 

possible new physics at low masses 
• Babar data still offer interesting analysis opportunities
• Advantages of the clean environment of e+e- collider

• Search for Axion-like-particles on-going, to be presented 
soon. 
• Larger data sets (Belle II, LHCb) will soon be available to 

improve the sensitivity of these analyses
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Additional material
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